
30% Off

BioEcho 50 Reaction Kits

Introductory Offer!

Next Generation kits DNA/RNA extraction kits 
providing more convenience, quality and speed.

By moving to a BioEcho extraction kit you are supporting:

• environmentally friendly science: no harsh extraction chemicals 
• sustainability: with 70% less plastics than standard Silica kits

Code Description List Sale
BIOE010-011-050 EchoLUTION Blood DNA HiYield Kit $270 $189

BIOE010-001-050 EchoLUTION Blood DNA Micro Kit $250 $175

BIOE010-006-050 EchoLUTION Cell Culture DNA Kit $270 $189

BIOE010-003-050 EchoLUTION Plant DNA Kit $310 $217

BIOE010-002-050 EchoLUTION Tissue DNA Micro Kit $320 $224

BIOE012-001-050 EchoLUTION Viral RNA/DNA Swab Kit $350 $245

BIOE012-002-050 EchoLUTION Viral RNA/DNA Swab Kit Plus $390 $266

BIOE020-002-040-050 EchoCLEAN Organic Solvent DNA CleanUp Kit $260 $175

BIOE020-002-050-050 EchoCLEAN RNA CleanUp Kit $260 $175

By using the principle of reverse chromatography, BioEcho 
extraction methods ensure DNA remains untouched and 
any unwanted sample-derived contaminant is bound and 
eliminated by the column. Potential inhibitory process 
reagents are not in use and thus do not have to be removed.

The result:  pure DNA by only one centrifugation step.

After just one single spin, the purified high molecular 
weight RNA/DNA is eluted, while all debris and cellular 
compartments, inhibitors, small fragments (< 50 bp), 
nucleotides, and salts are completely removed.
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Contact us for more information 
and to place your orders

Prices and discounts may be subject to change and only available while stocks last. Not valid with any other special offer or discounts 
and cannot be applied in retrospect. All prices in NZD excluding GST and local delivery charges. Products advertised may be for research 
use only (RUO) or in vitro diagnostic use (IVD). Please refer to manufacturer’s product insert for further information. For product use 

outside of that specified on the manufacturer’s labelling and/or instructions for use, Bio-Strategy does not take responsibility.
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